IA PF ART COUNCIL
1458 300th Ave.

email-whitedk@iowatelecom.net
Phone-(641)642-7152

Osceola, IA 50213

Iowa Pheasants Forever State Art Contest
Entry Form & Agreement

The undersigned has prepared and submitted an original design to the IA Pheasants Forever State
Art Contest, and if selected as the winner, agrees to the following:
1. Ownership of the original artwork will be retained by the artist. IA PF Art
Committee/Council does have exclusive rights to produce, copy, or otherwise utilize the
artwork in any manner it deems appropriate.
2. The artist agrees not to create for any organization or individual, a work of art so similar,
that it could be readily interpreted as identical or as that of comparison.
3. The winning original will remain at the state convention for display at the
convention/banquet for announcement of the new artist/print of the year.
4. The Print of the Year will consist of 90 signed/number canvas prints; 25 s/n paper edition
artist proofs; and 325 s/n paper edition prints; and bio card (no larger than 4x6) of the
artist and image of the print.
5. AFTER the bio cards and prints have been produced, signed, numbered, and delivered
(along with the print over-runs) to the print committee, the artist will then receive the 25
AP’s, 75 regular edition prints and 5 canvas prints for their personal use along with the
award check of $1,500.00.
6. Award ribbons and checks will be presented to the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th runner ups at the
contest for the following: 1st runner up=$200, 2nd=$150, 3rd=$100, 4th=$50
7. The artist hereby affirms that the entry is an original creation, neither copied nor
duplicated from any previously published art, including, but not limited to original
paintings/drawings in any medium or published photographs: also confirms that this
painting has not been entered more than once in past Pheasant Forever art competitions.

Signed_____________________________________________Dated_______________________

REGISTRATION (present to print committee)
Artist’s Name
(print)________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________
Phone #________________ email__________________________________
Title of Entry__________________________________________________
Signed_______________________________________________________

REGISTRATION (Attach to back of print entry)

Title of Entry__________________________________________________

